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                           (Received February 17, 2000)

   Antenna loading and density jump experime'ntally obtained by double m = O antenna at high argon
pressures of 51 and 6 mTorr are compared with the theory, which considers the conversion of helicon waves
into electrostatic waves. The abrupt density jumps are found to depend strongly on the antenna spectrum.
In a wide range of operation parameters, computed plasma load resistance, thresholds for density jumps and
magnetic field profiles satisfactorily agree with experimental data.

                                1. Introduction

   Helicon dischargei)2) attracts growing interest as a source of dense plasmas for various

applications and basic research. Both experiments and theoretical models reported so far have
been normally dealt with discharges at relatively low gas pressures (<10-20 mTorr), when the

electron collision frequency ve is less or about co, the driving frequency, .Helicon plasmas

demonstrate abrupt jumps between low and high density modes. These jumps are identified
with transitions betwee'n inductively coupled and wave coupled modes, and were measured in
experiments with various devices 3)-5) and interpreted theoretically 6)-8) .

   The area of high pressures, of order a few tens mTorr, is of interest for deposition techno-

logies, where ve is higher than to. Although a capability of high pressure helicon discharge
was reported 9')-ii), little experimental data are available ,in this area. In recent experiments '2),

detailed measurements were performed on the discharge modes by double m = O antenna and high

Ar pressures, where the ve/co ratio was about 10. It was found that jump-like transitions are

intrinsic for the high pressure discharge as well as for the low pressure one.

    In this paper, experimental data '2' are compared in detail with computations on the basis of

theoretical mode16', which takes into account, along with direct absorption of helicon waves due
to collisions, the effect of mode conversion of helicons into electrostatic Trivelpiece-Gould (TG)

waves.

                     2. Theoretical Model and Predictions

    A theoretical mode16) has been modified to perform computations for the conditions of
experiments]2). A helicon source is considered as a uniform plasma column restricted in axial

direction at 2== R and L (see Fig. 1). Two loops of m =O antenna are supposed to be of

radius ro, the same with the plasma column, and of finite width d. The density of azimuthal

antenna current, 1' a == ia (2) 6 (r- ro) costot (and also electromagnetic fields E and B), is

represented as a sum of Fourier harmonics over axial discrete wavenumbers k = lzz/Az (Az =

R-L and lz=1,2,...). The spectral amplitudes ik are shown in Fig. 1 for the same and
opposite directions of currents in the antenna loops.

    Using Maxwell equations with dimensionless field amplitudes, one arrives at the following

expression for the antenna load impedance,
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Fig. 1 Theoretical model of helicon source (top), and

       computed antenna spectra for parallel and
       anti-parallel RF current directions (bottom).

       Conducting end-flanges are denoted as CF.

  g = core/2'/2kvT,, w(e) = 7ti/2e exp(-e2)

  (vTe: electron thermal velocity, Erfi (g):

    Considering the plasma-vacuum interface,

mechanisms: direct absorption of helicon
sionless (Landau) damping]3', and a dominant

waves into TG waves6'. Although TG

    Obtained expressions for fields and
values as follows (see Fig. 1 and ref. 12):L ==

b=2cm,"d=1cm, and IIail=IIa21 == 1A•
(resistance) and imaginary (reactance) parts

relation (1). Note that R,=Ra, as long as
One can see from Fig. 2 that plasma resistance

thus to the electron collision frequency,

    In a low collision case, the variation of

substantially non-monotonic8'. It
contribution in absorption of various axial and
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   z, =- 4Z2croAZ 2 ik, 2 eek (r=: ro),
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 where c is the speed of light, the sum is taken

 over all the harmonics, Ia is the amplitude of

 antenna current, eek is the complex amplitude

 of azimuthal electric field and CGS units are

 used. The plasma load impedance is defined
 as Zp =: Za - Zv where Zv is vacuum (without

 plasma) load impedance.

     The permittivity tensor is considered in
         - the following approximation,

   Ki = 1 - (tu3e re/A) - (to3i/to2ri)

   K2=toZe (Oce/COA (2)
   K3 = 1 + (k rD,) -2 [1 - w(g)]

        [1 - i (v,/co r,) w(e) ] -i ,

 where tupe,pi(tuce) are the electron and ion

 plasma (electron cyclotron) frequencies, rDe is

 the electron Debye radius, A = (core)2- coZe
 and re,i = 1 + i(ve, i/co).

     Here, ve,i are the electron and ion colli-

 sion frequencies, and the effect of Landau
 damping (LD) is included in the component

 K,.

    -i] , (3)
                 .
       rf power was solved via two different
excited by antenna due to collisional and colli-

         due to surface coRversion of helicon

 are strongly damped at high collisions, the
   e very high at've>to, as well as at ve<to.
                       ,load resistance were computed using numerical
      , .R == Ocm, ro =: 2.5cm, za = -20cm,

    2 shows the variation with density of real

the plasma load impedance with the use of the

       load resistance is neglected in theory.

 Iow sensitive to the electron temperature, and

 , damping. ' with density and/or magnetic field is
  a set of maxima and minima due to the
 ial modes. At high collisions, the variation
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2 Computed variation with density of plasma load
    resistance (Rp) and reactance (Lp), for parallel

    antenna currents. Magnetic field Bo=100 G
    and Ar pressure PAr = 51 mTorr.
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   Experiments have been performed with a 5cm
drift chamber3)'2)i`). The discharge was excited

antenna, both at the same and opposite directions
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Fig. 4 Absorption curve at critical parallel antenna
       currents corresponding to coupling of the dis-
       charge to the high mode of density nth (PAr == 6

       mTorr and Te =8eV). The jump to the point
       H, shown by arrow, occurs at a critical
       absorbed power Pth. A straight line shows the
       plasma loss Pioss = ano.

of resistance js found to be quite smooth: see

Fig. 3 at PAr = 51 mTorr. From this figure
(anti-parallel currents), the resistance makes

substantial values at low magnetic fields, and

drops rapidly with increasing Bo. The
reason is that antenna excites only short
helicon waves (see Fig. 1 where the first

spectral maximum for anti-parallel currents is
around l, fJ 35), and the threshold on density

for the excitation of helicons can be under-
stood from ref. 6.

    In papers6'8', a jump of the helicon dis-

charge to the high density mode was inter-

preted using the following power balance
arguments. With growing antenna current,
the absorption curve, Pabs as a function of

density no, increases in amplitude. When
the antenna current reaches some critical
value, this curve touches the loss line, Pioss =

crno (cr: some coefficient). Then the density

jump occurs, as shown in Fig. 4, from zero
plasma density to no = nth.

   3. Comparisonofexperimental
       and theoretical results

 in diameter source attached to a 170cm long

at frequency to/2n = 7MHz by double m == O

of RF currents. Data were taken in a wide
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Fig. 5 Comparison of experimental and theoretical
      axial profiles of the Bz (r=O) magnetic
      excited with anti-parallel currents. The
      and bottom figures correspond to the
      density (before the jump) and high density
       (after the jump) modes, at Bo= 300G
      PAr = 51 mTorr.

antenna loading resistance, which also demonstrates

phases of the magnetic field, and results are compared here with computations

    Fig. 5 shows experimental and computed axial profiles of the B

jump. One can see that in low density
agreement of theory with experiment is pretty good
deeper penetration of field (wave coupling)

    Comparison of measured and computed load resistances was executed for different conditions

changing pressure, magnetic field and antenna

were found. Fig. 6 shows an example of the
of plasma density. Threshold densities for jump
the agreement does not improve at high densities because measured

in this case.

    We have also compared experimental

input power. The agreement of theory
normalized power is good within 500/o for

the values of input power, for experiment,

threshold powers for the density jump, Pth.

    Predictions of density jumps were based on an assumption that plasma losses

scale linearly with density, Pioss == crno•

plotted in Fig. 7 a number of experimental

conditions. As seen, the variation of density
density mode (no>nth, Pin>]Pth). This means that losses are also linear with

of the balance condition, Pin = Pioss•

           % 50 100 150 200
                Plasma Density (loiicm'3)

      Fig. 6 Comparison of experimental and theoretical de-
             pendences on density of the plasma load re-
             sistance for parallel antenna currents at PAr =
             51 mTorr and Bo = 300G. Experimental thresh-
             old density nth = 2.4Å~10i2 cm'3.

      range of magnetic fields, O to 1000G, and

      input powers, up to 2500W. The high
fieid density mode in the range of 10i3 cm-3 could be

lt ,Oe attained at input powers of 100 to 1000W,

      depending on the magnetic field, relative
and

      directions of RF currents and gas pressure.
      Detailed measurements were conducted of the
        jumps, and of axial and radial profiles and

                             .
                    z, before and after the density

  mode antenna excites evanescenting field. The
      . In the high density mode theory predicts a

into downstream plasma than the experiment.

                                            '
     current directions, and fairly good agreements

    computed and measured resistances as a function

       are very close in theory and experiment, but

                    radial nonuniformity is higher

and theoretical dependences of plasma resistance on

  and experiment on the plasma resistance versus
various conditions. Here, for convenience, we use
 and absorbed power, for theory, both normalized by

                                in the discharge
 To verify if it is so in our experiments, we have
points for the discharge at PAt = 51 mTorr in various

      with input power is nearly linear in the high

                               density, because
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             4. Conclusion

    A quite simple model, whjch takes into
account the mode conversion of helicon waves

into TG waves, is compared with the experi-

mental results on antenna loading, density

jump and the profiles of magnetic field
obtained by double m=O antenna at high
argon pressures of 51 and 6mTorr. Theory
can explain, within a factor of 1.5, depend-

ences of plasma load resistance on plasma
density and input power. Using the power
balance arguments permits one to interpret

abrupt density jumps in discharge, and
predicts jump thresholds, both on density and

input power, to increase with the increase of

magnetic field and gas pressure, and with
shortening the wavelengths excited by antenna.
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